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Kits Extra Mosquito Kits

Our assessment of older Mosquito Bomber, PR 
and Target-Tug kits. 

 1/72nd Scale

Airfix

Mosquito FB.VI #Patt. No.281

This kit dates back to 1957 and it was reissued 
in 1977 as #02001-9, then again in 1983 
(same kit number), as #902001 in 1985 and 
finally in 1987 as #02001. It was also issued 
with the Me 262 in a ‘Dogfight Double’ (#Patt 
No. D362F) in 1967, which was then renum-
bered as #03142-2 in 1973, then it was issued 
as a ‘Starter Set’ (#93019) in 2001 and as a 
Gift Set (#A50068) in 2009.

As you would expect with a kit of this 
vintage, what limited surface detail there is, is 
raised. The fuselage has the nose separate and 
dimensionally it is about 3mm short, with the 
deficiency in the rear fuselage, which is also 
too skinny from about mid-way back. The tail 
is some 3mm too far forward and the profile 
of the fin and rudder is narrow; if you want 
to correct this, chop down through the rudder 
just aft of the hinge and add a 3mm insert. The 
reinforcing strip is about 1–2mm aft. Wing-
span is correct, but the chord is some 2mm 
short, all along the leading edge, including the 
radiators. The engine nacelles are woefully un-
dersize, being 3mm too short at the front and 
at least 1mm short in height. This affect the 
position of the undercarriage bays, which are 
2mm too far aft and whilst most of the main 
panel lines are there, a great deal are missing 
and the domed rivets depicted are completely 
wrong for the Dzus fasteners used on the 
cowls. Only shrouded exhausts are offered and 
these are moulded in situ with the nacelle, so 
would require a considerable amount of work 
to change. The separate nose is too pointed, 
the machine gun ports are positioned above 
the centreline, are wrongly spaced and there is 
no camera gun port. To make matters worse, 

the ventral cannon are depicted as simple 
raised bulges in the lower section of the nose 
cone, thus making them far too far forward. 
None of the cannon bay details are on the un-
derside of the fuselage halves, in fact all Airfix 
depicted were a set of bomb bay doors that are 
completely spurious. There is nothing inside 
the cockpit except the notorious ledges for the 
two identical crew figures to be attached to and 
the whole region is too short, as is the canopy 
as a result. This canopy is about 4mm short, 
the windscreen is too steep and the whole top 
line profile of the unit is wrong as a result. The 
tailplane is correct in span and almost perfect 
in profile, the only deficiency being at the tips, 
where the profile is a bit shallow on the trailing 
edge of the elevator. Basic surface detail is in-
cluded, but there is an oval access panel toward 
the tip that should not be there and there are 
a number of panel lines missing. Overall detail 
is, as you would expect, lacking and apart from 
the already mentioned empty cockpit, there is 
no pitot on the vertical fin, the wheels are sim-
ple ‘buttons’, the undercarriage doors are flat, 
the undercarriage legs are basic oleo pneumatic 
ones with no wire guards and mudguards that 
lack any details or their supports, while the 
tailwheel unit is just generic in overall size and 
shape. The propellers are neither narrow nor 
‘paddle’ in profile and the spinners are slightly 
too pointed. The only armament comes in the 
form of 3in RPs, but these are pretty shape-
less blobs and they are supplied on rails on 
a plate that looks like they came from the 
Hurricane Mk IV kit, so are totally wrong for 
the Mosquito. No drop tanks are included and 
there are no formation, landing or identifica-
tion lamps, with their locations just shown as 
raised lines, if at all. 

The kit always came with the same decal 
options, be it on its own or in the Dogfight 
Double set and that was MM417, EG•T. The 
decals are OK, but the dimensions for the fin 
flash are incorrect, the codes are supplied in 
the same blue as the roundels, not black and 
they are too big and the wrong font. The upper 
wing Type B roundels are OK, the blue is a 
little light, though, and the fuselage Type C1 

roundel is printed with the codes, which are 
white, not Sky and the centre dot is too big.

Verdict
A collectors’ piece nowadays as there are far better 
alternatives in the marketplace.

Airfix

Mosquito Mk II/VI/XVIII

This version from Airfix (#Patt. No.399) 
was first released in 1972 and it allowed the 
NF Mk II, FB Mk VI or XVIII to be made, al-
though the latter requires a bit of surgery from 
the builder. It was renumbered as #03019-3 
in 1973, then as #03019 in 1983, before be-
ing reissued again in early 1990, this sime as 
#03019 and then in the ‘All in One’ series in 
1995 as #93019. It was packed with the RAF 
Refuelling set, some paints & glue in 2002 as 
#93302 and issued as part of the ‘VE-Day An-
niversary Set’ (#10301) in 2005, with its last 
outing in 2008 as #A03019.

This was a step up from their old kit and 
in its day it was always the choice for the type 
in the scale. Surface detail this time was a 
mix of engraved lines and raised other detail, 
although oddly Airfix completely forgot about 
the reinforcing strip along the fuselage. Overall 
fuselage length is good, the profile of the rear-
most section is a little skinny, especially around 
the tail cone, and the profile of the tip of the 
rudder and leading edge of the vertical fin is 
slightly wrong, making it a bit skinny at that 
point. At least Airfix added the pitot on the 
vertical fin this time. Interior detail was a step 
up as well, although very inaccurate. A floor is 
added, to which two crew figures sit on rather 
generic ‘chairs’, the poor pilot having no lower 
legs! There is a bulkhead for the instrument 
panel and a stick type control column. Some 
rather odd generic boxes are fitted to the upper 
rear edge of the starboard fuselage half and 
we suspect these were supposed to represent 
the radio equipment. The stepped nature of 
the cockpit region, the navigator’s seat, the 
rudder pedals and all the sidewall detail is 
completely missing. The nose cone correctly 

depicts the gun barrels below the centreline, 
with the formation light above (just a small 
hole here) and the camera gun port offset to 
port. The gun barrels are a separate part, that 
sticks through from inside, and they are com-
mendably thin. The kit also includes the A.I. 
‘’bow and arrow’ antenna for this region on the 
night-fighter, but the kit sadly lacks any of the 
other dipoles associated with that variant. The 
sprues also include a much larger nose section, 
for which you must chop off the moulded 
nose along the moulded line inside. This nose 
section was for the FB Mk XIII kit and had 
the camera port blanked off and additional 
armour plate under the chin. It’s not bad, but 
the plate is the wrong shape, the machine-gun 
bay panels are missing (or so faint you can’t 
see them) and the reinforcing strip that went 
around the nose at the back of the gun bay is 
missing, so the part lacks more than it adds? 
The lower fuselage cannon insert comes as a 
standard one, or one for the 57mm Molins of 
the Tse-tse, with separate (rather long) barrels. 
The canopy is well moulded, albeit thick by 
today’s standards, and is correct in size and 
profile. The clear sprue also contains lenses for 
the landing lights under the wings, but there 
are no formation nor identification light lenses, 
nor is the gunsight supplied, either in grey or 
clear plastic. The tailplane span and profile is 
good and the main details are engraved, but 
most of the smaller panel lines and access 
panels are missing, plus the trim tab actuating 
fairings, whilst correctly depicted above the 
starboard and below the port, are the wrong 
shape and too short. The wing span is spot on 
and the profile is only very slightly narrow at 
the tip. Surface detail is good, although many 
of the panels depicted are at odds with scale 
plans etc. and the hinge points on the landing 
flaps are over accentuated and too big. At least 
the metal panel at the rear of each nacelle is 
depicted and although the tip lights are only 

denoted by raised lines, they are correctly 
depicted. The engine nacelles are much better, 
being correct in overall size and shape and just 
a little too shallow around the very front lower 
region. Separate exhausts mean you have the 
option of shrouded or five-stack exposed ones 
and the latter are well moulded for the era. 
The undercarriage is well detailed, the oleo 
legs correctly depict the rubber-in-compression 
units, the wire guards are moulded to them, 
as are the retracting arms and the mudguards 
are separate. Moulding limitations of the 
era meant that the detail was sparse, so the 
mudguards lack the holes in their support 
arms and the main wheels lack any hub or tyre 
detail. The tailwheel is split vertically in two, 
so that the anti-shimmy tyre can be depicted 
and it is a lovely little moulding. Armament 
came in the form of 3in RPs, which are a great 
improvement on the old Airfix kit’s with nice 
rails, 60lb HE heads and separate tails. The kit 
also now includes 50 Imp. Gal. drop tanks and 
separate bomb racks and bombs. The latter 
look to be 250lb, as their diameter seems too 
small for 500lb and they have the ring of the 
tail separate, whilst the bomb carriers are basic 
and generic to say the least, so not really ap-
plicable to the Mosquito. 

The kit/s came with the following decal 
options:
• NF Mk II, DD712, YP•R, No.23 Squadron
•  FB Mk VI, A52-520, NA•B, No.1 Squadron, 

RAAF
•  FB Mk XVIII, PZ468, QM•D, No.248/254 

Squadron

Verdict
A vast improvement on the older kit, this one still 
stands up well for overall accuracy, but the heavy 
nature of some details, complete lack of others and 
the use of a mix of engraved and raised details 
make the kit far less appealing when you consider 
the Hasegawa and Tamiya examples. If you are 

building to a budget and don’t mind spending time 
on correcting and adding details, then this kit could 
be the basis of a nice looking model. For everyone else 
though, I suspect it has had its day.

Airfix

Mosquito NF Mk XIX/J.30 

This kit, which is a modification of #03019, 
was released in 1995 and reissued as #A03062 
in 2008.

This is the NF Mk II/FB Mk VI/
FB Mk XVIII kit reviewed above with a new 
sprue and decals added, so all the overall com-
ments about the main parts made previously, 
apply here as well. The new parts were mould-
ed in white plastic, with those horrible chunky 

square-profiled sprues we all remember. All you 
get are the four-blade propellers, separate spin-
ners and a new radar nose. The former are well 
moulded and of the correct diameter, while the 
new radar nose is correct in overall length, but 
the profile of the top section of the radome is 
too pronounced, giving a ‘stuck up’ look to it! 
The camera gun moulded to the starboard side 
is the wrong shape and for some reason, if you 
look at the moulded gun access panel you will 
see that on one side it actually creates a raised 

Airfix 02001 (1977) Airfix 02001 (1983)

Airfix Pattern No D362F

Airfix 03019 (1994)Airfix 03019 (1990)

Airfix 03019 (1998)

Airfix 03019 (1975)

Airfix 03019 (2005) Airfix A03019 (2013)

Airfix 03062
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lip on its front edge? This is probably down to 
mould alignment problems, but is annoying 
nonetheless. 

Decals in this kit were as follows:
•  J 30, ‘Blue B’, S/No.30018 of No.2 Squad-

ron, F1 Wing, based at Vasteras, Sweden, 
1949

•  J 30, ‘Yellow H’, S/No.30049, of No.3 
Squadron, F1 Wing, Vasteras, Sweden, 1949

•  NF Mk XIX, MM650, RS•J, No.157 
(Special Duties) Squadron, 100 Group, RAF 
Swannington, 1944

The decals are well printed with accurate 
colours, and there are also airframe stencils and 
a decal for the instrument panel. The Swedish 
options include the ‘no step’ panels above the 
radiators in black, but I am pretty sure these all 
went in RAF camouflage, so would have been 
red, the only ones that might have been black 
were the first two, which were repainted silver 
overall before delivery? The RAF option has 
the invasion stripes as decals, which some may 
use, but most would dispense with, however 
the upper wing roundels are printed within 
the wing stripes and there is no way of cutting 
them out and either retaining a perfect circle 
or not getting some white showing around 
the edges. This does mean, if you don’t use 
the stripes, you have to find Type B roundels 
elsewhere to replace them.

Verdict
A neat upgrade of the basic kit, and for a long time 
probably the most expensive source of four-blade 
propellers for those wanting to make the J 30, the 
Sea Mosquito or any number of post-war refurbished 
machines. Today you can get these from Maestro 
Models in resin, so this kit is, like the one it is based 
on, probably past its prime because there are better 
alternatives out there. If Airfix wants to invest some 
money in a new series of 1/72nd scale Mosquitos, I 
doubt many would object, though!

Frog

DH Mosquito Mk 4 or Mk 6 #F187

This kit was produced from 1968 through to 
1977 and you will thus find it in a number of 
box styles (the early ones have instructions 
that wrongly state it depicts the ‘Mk 4 or 5’). 
The kit was also reissued many times, with 
AMT (#A-631-100) from 1967 through the 
early 1970s, Hasegawa (#JS-045) in 1967 
through to 1973/4, Igrushka in the 1980s, 
InTech (#T22) in the 1990s, Novo (#78072) 
from 1979 to 1980, Obit in 1993 and by 

Tashigrushka. This last option is only a possi-
ble, though, as its actual reissue by this Russian 
firm is as yet unconfirmed.

The kit itself is very much of the era, so 
it is basic in detail. Inside the cockpit there 
is nothing, so that would all have to be built 
from scratch. Because Frog opted to offer 
both bomber B Mk IV and fighter-bomber 
FB Mk VI the nose section is a separate sub-
assembly for each. The resulting joint for the 
separate nose needs to be completely hidden, 
as there is no such joint or panel line in that 
region. The fuselage strengthening piece on 
the starboard side needs to be removed, as it is 
too long and positioned too far up the fuselage 
side. Cut a new piece from plastic rod 35mm 
long and position it 1.5mm below the wing 
trailing edge and with 8mm of it actually under 
the wing. There is no round glazed panel (for 
the drift sight) in the crew access door on the 
bomber version, so drill this and glaze with 
clear stock or Kristal Klear. The big problems 
with the kit, though, is the vertical fin and the 
position of the wing in relation to the fuselage. 
The vertical tail is completely the wrong shape, 
being too pointed because it is actually too 
narrow, so to get over this use the tail of the 
Airfix Mk II/VI/XVIII kit (the newer Series 
4 kit) as a template to make a new one from 
plasticard or to revise and extend the existing 
kit part. The wings are a far greater problem 
because they are positioned too far up on the 
fuselage. Sadly, due to mould limitations back 
in 1968, the bomber canopy with its side 
blisters has been moulded in two parts, so you 
have both joining these and the resulting seam 
to deal with; nothing unusual as the much 
newer Hasegawa kit has the same problem. 
Buying a replacement vac-formed canopy may 
help, but most are designed for the newer 
Hasegawa example. The trailing aerial tube 
under the nose is shaped like an aerial mast, 
being tapered to the tip, instead of a parallel 
‘tube’. No drop tanks at all are included, the 
bomber option does not come with alternative 
bulged bomb bays, which were common even 
on the B Mk IV, and the tailwheel has a ridge 
around its centre, instead of the groove for the 
TC (twin-contact) unit used. The propellers 
and spinner are moulded as one and the blade 
profile is neither narrow nor broad, plus the 
undercarriage parts are all very crude and heav-
ily moulded. The old Aeroclub sets would have 
corrected most of these details, but even they 
are hard to obtain nowadays.

Verdict
Probably back in 1968 with very little else out 
there in the way of a bomber version in 1/72nd this 
seemed an excellent kit, but by today’s standards it 
is very basic indeed. The lack of detail combined with 
the various, and difficult to correct, errors make this 
one for the collector.

Matchbox

B Mk IX / NF Mk 30 (#PK-116)

This firm produced a kit of the Mosquito 
#PK-116 in 1976 and it allowed the builder to 
make a B Mk IX or NF Mk 30. It was reissued 
as a ‘de Havilland Mosquito Mk IX/NF.30’ 
under Revell’s control in 1992 as #40116, but 
has not reappeared since.

Originally moulded in their usual multi-
coloured plastic style, when reissued by Revell 
it came in just one colour. Overall the kit is 
not bad, it does have two-stage engines, which 
even today are still unique (Hasegawa and 
Tamiya have thus far only done single-stage 
versions) and it was tooled with the nose sec-
tion as a separate sub-assembly so the B Mk IX 
or NF Mk 30 could be built. The kit is just 

0.75mm short in the fuselage, so nothing 
to worry about in the scale. Panel lines are 
included for things like the radio access hatch 
in the lower starboard side, but the crew access 
door in the nose and the dinghy pack on the 
dorsal spine are both omitted. The reinforcing 
strake on the starboard side is 4mm too long at 
the front and it is also much too pronounced 
for the scale. The fairing over the elevator 
actuator on the port side of the fin/rudder is 
just like that on the starboard side, which is 
incorrect, so you will need to built it up using 
detail images of the real thing to get the profile 
correct. Both radiator intakes are devoid of any 
form of matrix inside and while the propellers 
and spinners are separate, the profile of the 
blades on the former is such that they are nei-
ther narrow nor wide (being ‘blunt narrow-ish’) 
and are thus best replaced. The undercarriage 
units are basic with the wire guards at the front 
missing from the main legs and the mudguards 
have heavy supports, which lack the custom-

ary holes in them. Inside the cockpit lacks any 
detail and the floor is positioned too high, so 
it needs to be replaced and lowered by 2mm. 
Only the bomber style control yoke is includ-
ed, which is of course incorrect for the night-
fighter NF Mk 30. The two canopies offer the 
fighter and bomber styles and are one-piece, 
but they are too low and too flat so would have 
to be replaced. Under the wings, at mid-chord 
adjacent to the fuselage there should be a bulge 
on each side, but this is completely omitted. 
The tip lights are only denoted by panel lines, 
and the kit shows these as the twin units, so 
the rearmost one needs to be filled, while the 
landing lights under each outer wing panel are 
also not there, so would have to be drilled and 
represented with Kristal Klear. Drop tanks are 
included and these are probably meant to be 
50 Imp. Gal., but look a bit too skinny really.

The decal options included in PK-116 were 
as follows:
•  NF Mk 30, NT252, VY•Y, No.85 Squadron, 

RAF Swannington, November 1944
The other option in the kit was for a 

B Mk IX bomber and the options remained un-
changed when reissued by Revell (#40116) in 
1992.

Verdict
Overall this is still your only real option for the 
two-stage version unless you get resin upgrades, but 
the overall quality and detail is such that this one 
has not got much to offer today’s modeller and I thus 
suspect the original Matchbox releases will remain 
collectors’ pieces. 

MPC

DH Mosquito ‘Profile Series’ (#2-1516)

This is just the Airfix Mosquito Mk II/VI/XVIII 
(#Patt. No.399), so all the comments about 
that kit apply here also. The only difference 
was the decal options, which were as follows 
(note all the diagrams and captions on the box 
top are mixed-up):
• FB Mk XVIII, NT225, ‘O’, No.248 Squad-
ron
• Mk II Intruder, DZ706, YP•P, No.23 
Squadron

The kit also includes markings for NS594 

of the 653rd BS, 25th BG, USAAF, but it was 
a PR Mk XVI and thus a bomber airframe, not 
a fighter.

 1/48th Scale

Airfix

Mosquito FB Mk VI

This kit was first announced as #06100-7 back 
in 1977, but it was not actually released under 
that number, eventually being released in 1980 
as #07100-0. It was renumbered as #07100 
in 1983, reissued in 1988 as #07100 and then 
reissued again (same number) in 1990. We 
have the original 1980 edition #07100-0.

The kit comes on three sprues of a medium 
grey-coloured plastic, with raised surface detail 
throughout, including rivets. Overall shapes 
and dimensions are good, the only area that 
some commented on was the raised box spar 
effect on the wings, which some felt was heavy 
and too pronounced, but that is very much 
personal preference. None of the control sur-
faces are separate and the kit correctly depicts 
the metal-skinned elevators that were common 
on all the versions by this stage. There is a lot 
of moulded detail inside each fuselage half, but 
this leads to shrinkage on the corresponding 
outer surfaces, which have been there from 
day 1 of this kit’s life. The detail in the cockpit 
was very good for this era and still stands up 
quite well today, although it’s all moulded and 
thus needs careful painting, plus there are no 
seat belts, neither moulded or as decals. You 
only get the broad propeller blades, but the 
kit offers shrouded and exposed (five-stack) 
exhausts, 500lb bombs and racks plus 3in RPs 
with 60ln HE heads (all of which also have 
sink marks in them). The main wheels have 
plain hubs with the block pattern tread on 
the tyres, whilst the tailwheel is a two-part 
anti-shimmy ‘Marsden’ version. In many ways 
Airfix surpassed the level of detail in kits at this 
time, but it is still very much of the time with 
it all moulded in situ, not as separate parts. 
There are no real omissions from the kit, all 
you have are things like the heavy and simpli-
fied hinges for the undercarriage doors and the 
ice guards on each engine intake, which are 
solid, plus there are various ejector pin marks 
to deal with on a lot of the parts. The clear 
sprue includes separate wing tip lights (just 
the front ones, not the rear), landing lights, 
gunsight and the one-piece canopy, all of which 

are well moulded with excellent clarity. 
The kit came with two decal options in the 

original release:
•  NS850, TH•M of No.418 (RVAF) Squad-

ron, flown by Sqn Ldr R.A. Kipp, RAF Mid-
dle Wallop, August 1944.

•  HR409, NE•A, No.143 Squadron, Banff 
Strike Wing, early 1945

The first option is the classic Medium Sea 
Grey overall with a disruptive camouflage 
pattern of Dark Green on the upper surfaces, 
albeit the instructions state ‘Olive Green’ and 
‘Light Aircraft Grey’. The second option is 
stated as being ‘Slate Grey’ over ‘Vellum’, the 
latter being Sky, however there is a lot of con-
troversy about the Banff machines, were they 
one or two tones on top, and what shades were 
they? Most seem to think they are a combina-
tion of Slate Grey and Dark Slate Grey, whilst 
others go for just one of these or even Extra 
Dark Sea Grey. There are good period images 

of HR409, but they are grainy and it is hard to 
tell if it is two tones, or just a single tone that 
is very patchy and weathered. Airfix obviously 
thought it was one colour, although when 
this option was included in the 1/24th kit 
(#A25001) in 2010 the scheme was depicted 
as Extra Dark Sea Grey over Sky? 

Verdict
At the time this was a great kit, offering good detail 
and relatively simple construction. Back in 1998 I 
made a load of them, converted to various versions 
using the Paragon Design sets, so I know how well 
they build. Apart from a few sink marks associated 
with the detail inside the cockpit, that affects the 
outside of the kit, the overall product was good, but 
it has long since been surpassed. Today it has to 
play second fiddle to the Tamiya version, which is 
THE choice for the type in this scale. They still hold 
their value though, so as with all things Airfix, it 
still has its fans, but it no longer holds the top spot 
in the scale.

MPC Profile Series

Airfix 07100

Matchbox PK-116 (1976)

Matchbox 40116 (1992)

MPC Profile series

Frog F187 (1968)
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There are many kits of the Mosquito, in all three major 
scales and in our title we have built those that we felt 
were representative of all manufacturers. As a 1/72nd scale 
example from Hasegawa had already been included from 
Libor, we thought we would therefore run this additional 
build in this downloadable version.

Hasegawa 1/72nd

NF Mk II

by Libor Jekl

This kit shares the majority of its components with the 
B Mk IV kit and it thus has a similar layout to all the 
other ’multi-purpose’ toolings from Hasegawa. Therefore 
the sprues with the common parts are complemented with 

an array of smaller sprues containing the parts for the 
specific version. In this case there are ten sprues done in a 
medium grey-colour plastic plus two transparent ones with 
119 parts altogether. All are moulded to the high quality 
we expect from this manufacturer. I have already covered 
most of the parts in the first part of our coverage of the 
Mosquito, so here you get a new fighter-type fuselage with 
solid nose tip and armament, radar antennae and weapon 
bay cover. Compared to the bomber version the canopy 
with its flat sides was obviously less challenging to pro-
duce, so it’s a single-piece moulding and that significantly 
simplifies construction. The kit again features a very basic 
cockpit layout, although this is less of a concern than it 
was with the bomber version with its glass nose, plus you 

also get the simplified landing gear and wheel bays. The 
weapon bay has not been changed either, which is a pity 
because a modified roof with fuel cells and gun mountings 
would certainly have made a sound basis for further detail 
as they did in the bomber kit. The kit provides markings 
for two options, an all-black No.157 Squadron machine, 
serial number W4082 (RS•W) and DD739 (RX•X) from 
No.456 Squadron wearing the Night Fighter Scheme of 
Dark Green and Medium Sea Grey. The decal sheet is 
printed in Hasegawa’s usual manner with rather thick car-
rier film, but good register and colours, although the white 
colours tends to deteriorate to ivory tones as the years 
pass. While searching for any aftermarket parts for this 
specific kit I was surprised that practically none are avail-
able, which sort of highlights the superiority of the Tamiya 
kit. Eduard used to offer an etched set containing useful 
additions to the otherwise sparse cockpit and undercar-
riage, but this seems to no longer available, as is the case 
with their canopy masks, and a similar situation exists 
with just about all other aftermarket manufacturers. 

I eventually decided to utilize some parts from an Ed-
uard ‘Zoom’ etched set I found in my stockpile that was 
designed for Tamiya B Mk IV kit, but certain common 
parts such as the instrument panel, seat belts and sidewall 
control boxes can be used. The seat pan thickness was re-
duced with a sanding stick, as was the armoured backrest. 
Once the parts were airbrushed with Aircraft Grey/Green 
(Akan 72007) I mounted them into the interior; I was 
working in the port nose half first which I had glued to 
the rear fuselage unit assembled earlier, then I added items 
to the starboard sidewall and eventually closed the nose. 
However, I left out the parts relating to the A.I. Mk IV 
radar as the aircraft I was intending to build did not carry 
this equipment (more on this later). In the separately 
moulded nose cone I installed just the machine-gun 
mountings from which I removed the somewhat crude 
barrels and drilled out the holes for easier attachment of 
individual barrels at a later date. These were sourced from 
the Quickboost resin set (#QB72021) and are designed 
for a Lancaster kit, but are also suitable for the Mosquito 
amongst others. The vertical joints between the nose and 
rear fuselage was filled with thicker cyanoacrylate and 
sanded smooth. From the starboard rear fuselage I sanded 
off the strake above the hatch, which was not present on 
earlier aircraft built in 1942. The fuselage was then closed 
with the attachment of the weapon bay cover that again 
needed a little trimming but no filler.

I continued with the assembly of the wing halves and 
nacelles, these latter items required a drop of cyanoacr-

ylate to fill small joint seams and sink marks here and 
there, and then I cemented them to the wing halves. For 
their correct attachment I used a couple of spreaders 
cut from pieces of sprue and this pushed out the nacelle 
sidewalls in order to match the contours of the rear part 
of nacelles moulded integrally with the wing. With a 
piece of stretched plastic I also plugged the openings 
for the snow guards as these were fixed directly on the 
intakes. Subsequently I smoothed the joint lines with fine 
polishing sticks, renewed any damaged panel lines and 

glued the completed wing halves to the fuselage. Their 
connection was firm enough thanks to the pair of spars 
and then all small imperfections in the joints were filled 
with quick-drying Mr Putty R and the joints cleaned up 
with a cotton swab soaked in debonder. In the wing roots, 
at the bottom, I added the missing fuel pump blisters 
which were modified from a resin fairings taken from my 
spares box, and the airframe construction was finished 
with the installation of the horizontal tailplanes, position 
lights in the wing tips and the exhaust covers. With strips 
of plastic sheet I also filled the openings to mount the 
wheel bay doors, as these look odd on the finished model, 
and then cemented the canopy to the fuselage. Its fit was 
again pretty good so it could be fixed with a little amount 
of extra thin glue. 

After the application of the primer layer using Mr Sur-
facer 1000 I added rivet lines on the ailerons and landing 
flaps to be in line with those rivet details provided on the 

Build Extra Building a Selection

All photos 
© the author 2017

The cockpit interior after adding some etched details taken 
from the Zoom set intended for the Tamiya kit

The forward nose 
joint needs to be filled 
with cyanoacrylate, 
then sanded smooth, 
otherwise there is a large 
gap

The front halves of the 
engines are separate, plus 
you can probably see 
that the big hole for the 
ice guard ahead of each 
carburettor intake has 
been filled, as these fitted 
to the lip of the intake 
themselves

To get the nacelles to match the cut-out in the 
wings, you will need to use spreader bars in each 
made from bits of sprue

The small amount of filler needed was removed 
with debonder, thus removing any need to sand, 
and potentially ruin the engraved detail

The missing fuel pump bulges under each wing 
were replaced with ones made from resin scraps

The pre-painted etched parts do add a 
great deal to the otherwise very bare 
cockpit interior
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elevators, and after the final round of cleaning and polish-
ing the kit was ready for paint.

My choice was machine from No.23 Squadron flown 
in 1942 by Czechoslovak top scoring ace Flt Lt Karel 
Kuttelwascher DFC & bar. He flew several ‘night intruder’ 
sorties at the control of this plane with his navigator P/O 
O.E. Palmer in August and September 1942. However, he 
did not add another kill to his total tally of 20 victories 
before the bad autumn weather interrupted this kind of 

operation and eventually he was removed from active 
service. During these missions No.23 Squadron machines 
had the highly secret radar equipment removed in order to 
avoid it being captured by the Nazis if an aircraft was shot 
down over enemy territory.

During the summer of 1942 the Mosquitoes flying 
with night-fighter or night-intruder squadrons got the 
original Special Night (black) colour replaced with its 
smoother alternative that did not have a negative effect 
on the aircraft’s maximum speed. I used as a base colour 
H77 Tire Black mixed with about 10% H15 Bright Blue 
that added a subtle blue tone. The surface was then 
post-shaded with irregular patches and lines of pure black 
(H12), which further broke down the uniform look of the 
base colour. The markings were sourced from DK Decals 
sheet ‘DH 98/B-36 Mosquito’ (#72013), while the sten-
cils came from the kit. Since the background black colour 
might be a bit tricky on occasions as the carrier film can 
be more apparent, especially at its edges, I tried to trim 
off the individual decal items as much as possible with 
scalpel. In the end I over-sprayed the kit with a heavy 
diluted coat of Mr Color 182 matte varnish and then 
polished the surface to a semi-gloss finish with fine Mr 
Grinding Cloths.

The work on the landing gear commenced by making, 
using a template to bend the wires, the guards that are 
completely omitted in the kit. I transferred the basic 
shape from a scale drawing onto 1.5mm thick plastic 
sheet, cut it out with a scalpel and finished it with fine 
files. Then I glued it to a square base so I had a comforta-
ble space to work on. Using soft 0.5mm wire I shaped the 
individual guards and glued them to both sides of the legs, 
while their front ends were left with a small overlap that 
was eventually trimmed with modelling pliers after the 
completion of the landing gear. The missing oil tanks were 
cast as part of my home experiments with this technol-

ogy, the parts being based on the item borrowed from the 
Tamiya kit. On the mudguards I drilled out the lightening 
holes, airbrushed all parts in Duraluminium, assembled 
the legs and struts and installed them in the nacelles. On 
the solid hub I also added the brake lines (this was an 
early style wheel with single brake unit) from thin copper 
wire, and the missing cross braces between the main legs 
were cut from Albion Alloys 0.2mm nickel rods. From fine 
brass tubing of the same manufacture, I scratchbuilt the 
pitot, then glued in the nose the gun barrels and added 
the aerials. The ice guards on the engine intakes were 
sourced from an etched set found in my spares.

Verdict

As with the Hasegawa B Mk IV kit this is a quality product, 
comparable to the Tamiya kit in areas such as the subtle surface 
detail and scale accuracy, however it lacks the substantial amount 
of detail, especially in the cockpit and wheel bays of the Tamiya 
kit, nor does it have the ease of assembly. This kit does not forgive 
any build inaccuracies and requires a careful approach with a lot 
of trial fitting due to the tricky sub-assemblies. Here the difference 
to the Tamiya kit is perhaps the most distinct, despite the main 
parts breakdown being practically the same, yet with the Tamiya 
kit the ease of construction is much higher and that will satisfy 
even the less skilled modeller. Therefore the conclusion inevitably 
has to be that the Hasegawa kit is less appealing, unless you 
prefer it for specific reasons, so most will choose the more detailed 
and overall more advanced Tamiya version.

Resin copies of the oil tanks from the Tamiya kit 
were produced using a commercially available 
home casting set

The new wire guards 
attached to the oleo legs, 
the front will be joined 
and clipped to size later

A new pitot was made 
from metal tubing

The replacement 
machine-gun barrels 
came from the 
Quickboost range

The big lug cut-outs for the undercarriage doors, 
were filled with plasticard because they just look 
wrong on the completed model

Once primed, rivet detail was added to the flaps 
and ailerons to match those already moulded into 
the elevators

The overall black scheme was tyre black as the 
base, mixed with a bit of blue, whilst all post-
shading was done with pure black

Silvering and visible edges are always a potential 
problem with a black scheme, so each decal was 
carefully trimmed before application

A template former was made from plasticard, 
then the missing wire guards for the undercarriage 
could be formed around it

The completed 
undercarriage units, with 
the resin oil tanks and the 
new wire guards in place
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The Mosquito carried a huge range of nose art throughout its career, so here is a selection of them.

Airfix 1/24th

FB Mk VI

by Alan Bottoms

Although we don’t have room to do a stage-by-stage build 
of the Airfix kit here, Alan built this superb example when 
the kit was first released and I took a series of studio shots 
of it, so I thought you all might like to see how great this 
kit looks once built, not to mention how imposing!

All photos ©R.A. Franks

Art Extra Nose Art

‘Chief Sitting Bull’ was 
nose art applied to 
British-built FB Mk VI (ex-
HJ517) A52-534 (©RAAF)

‘Dotti The Perfect Lady’ applied to an unknown aircraft from 
No.464 Squadron

FB Mk VI (probably HJ811 flown by Flt Lt J. Torrance) of 27 Sqn with 
Popeye artwork on the access door

FB Mk VI, PZ219, TH-E (possibly) of No.418 Sqn with ‘Mammy Yokum’ 
nose art (©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI, NS850, TH•M, No.418 Squadron flown by Flt Lt R. Kipp DSO 
DFC with ‘Black Rufe’ art; this machine scored the squadron’s 100th kill 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI, TH•J, NT115 (probably) of No.418 Squadron with Flt Lt Tom 
Mathew (left) and F/O Syd Seid plus his dog Mostich 18th March 1944 
(©Public Archive of Canada)
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FB Mk VI ‘Cousin Jake’ of No.418 Squadron flown by J. T. Caine amongst 
others (©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI flown by Sqn Ldr H. Cleveland, the last CO of No.418 Squadron 
(24/05/45 to 7/09/45) with ‘Li’l Abner’ artwork on his aircraft 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI of No.418 
Squadron (serial 
unknown) with ‘Flame 
McGoon’ wrongly 
identified as ‘Daisey Mae’ 
(who was a brunette) 
of the Li’l Abner carton 
series with LAC W .H. 
Lowe looking on 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI of No.418 Squadron with ‘Hi-Toots’ art, this door 
came from another aircraft as on the port side it had a Red 
Indian called ‘Lonesome Polecat’ (©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI of No.418 
Squadron with 
‘Available Joe’ art 
and its creator F/O D. 
Roberts 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI of No.418 
Squadron with ‘Hairless 
Joe’ (another version) 
artwork and its artist 
F/O D. Roberts 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI of No.418 Squadron with ‘Hamfat Hommhan’ nose art and the 
crew/groundcrew in front (left to right) F/O B. Ford, LAC R. Clark, F/O J. 
Clark, Cpl V. Granthun and LAC W. Jackson (©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI, SZ962, TH•U, No.418 Squadron, ‘Moonbeam McSwine’ with 
(left to right) Sqn Ldr Howie Cleveland, his navigator Sgt Day, and 1st Lt 
James F. Luma USAAF and his navigator F/O C. Finlayson 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI HR147 ‘Hairless Joe’ flown by Wg Cdr Russ Bannock DSO DFC of 
No.418 Squadron (©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI, NT137, TH•H with ‘Lady Luck’ art on the door 
and crew of F/O Bernard M. Job (left) and Flt Lt John Phillips 
DFC (right); the art is based on an Alberto Varga pin-up from 
May 1944 (©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI, TH•L, NS587 (probably) with F/O S. N. May and his navigator 
P/O S. Rich with the red stocking legs of ‘Flame McGoon’ as nose art 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

FB Mk VI flown by Sqn Ldr V. Cherry of No.418 Squadron 
with Disney’s Panchito on the nose
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‘Here’s Troub-ole’ 
FB Mk VI (ex-HR499) 
A52-513 flown by Wg 
Cdr Little; this is the 
original version of the 
art (©RAAF)

‘Here’s Troub-ole’, 
FB Mk VI, A52-513 
flown by Wg Cdr 
Little; this is the revised 
version of the art (©RAAF)

‘Lady Luck’ FB Mk VI (ex-HR505) A52-525 
(©RAAF)

‘Li’l Abner’ on an unidentified No.418 Squadron machine 
(©Public Archive of Canada)

‘Maa Leesh’ on an unidentified aircraft but one 
or both crew had served with the Australian 
Imperial Force in the Middle East

‘Mid-night’, FB Mk VI (exHR408) A52-515 (©RAAF) ‘Puggles’ on an unidentified Mosquito

‘The Bondi Blonde’ FB Mk VI (ex-HR460) A52-
518 (©RAAF)

‘West Australian Woodchoppers’ was an FB Mk VI 
(ex-HR445) and became A52-531 (©RAAF)

NF Mk XIII, MM423, 
KP•D (possibly), 
No.409 Squadron 
with F/O Joe Carpenter 
finishing the ‘Donald 
Duck’ artwork, 1st 
August 1944 probably 
at Carpiquet in France, 
while Flt Lt Bill Marr 
watches

War artist Capt. D. 
Adams paints an 
Aborigine figure on the 
nose of NT229 flown 
by Wg Cdr G Panitz 
of No.464 Squadron 
(©RAAF)

NF Mk XXX of No.406 Squadron with ‘The Impatient Virgin’ nose art and 
F/O DJ McConnell on the wing and his navigator F/O M.J. Kazakoff

NF Mk XXX, NT283 (possibly), ‘The Expectant Virgin’, No.406 Squadron 
with P/O E.A. Oswald (left) and F/Sgt K.B. Hicks (right)

‘Mickey Mouse’ on the nose of a TR Mk 33 with No.811 NAS at Ford 
(©D. Hughes via Stuart Howe†)
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NF Mk XXX marked as ‘Jeannie’ from 
No.406 Squadron with crew of Flt Lt B. 
Broake (in the door) and Flt Lt P. E. Fienne

This aircraft comes from an unidentified RAAF unit but has lion artwork on 
the crew door (©RAAF)

FB Mk VI, UP•C of No.605 Squadron with crew Sqn Ldr Heath DFC and Bar 
(right) and his navigator with ‘Wolf’ name on access door and kills under 
the nose guns

HX914, SB•0 of No.464 
Squadron with F/Sgts 
I. Kenway and T. H. 
Gibbons boarding, 
nose art is stylised Kiwi 
and Kangaroo with a 
boomerang with the 
motto ‘Per Ardua ad 
Australia’ (©RAAF)

Below is a list of all the decal sheets that at the time of writing 
are out of production. If there are any amendments or additions, 
please contact the author via the Valianat Wings Publishing 
address shown at the front of this title.

1/72nd

ADS

#ADS012-72 De Havilland Mosquito Part I – Inc: 
• NF Mk XXX, MV564/G, 416th NFS, USAAF

Aero Decals

#None D.H. Mosquito
• FB Mk VI, LR313, SM•B, No.305 Squadron, RAF Lasham
• NF Mk II, DZ271, EW•R, No.307 Squadron
• NF Mk XXX, NT565, No.307 Squadron
• FB Mk VI, NS823, •W, 138 Wing, 2nd TAF

Airways Graphics/Liveries Unlimited

#AGA7-014 BOAC D.H.98 Mosquito FB Mk VI
• FB Mk VI, ex-HJ680 as G-AGGC with BOAC’s Norwegian 

detachment
• FB Mk VI, ex-HJ720 as G-AGGF with BOAC’s Norwegian 

detachment

Arrow Graphics

#C-88-72 D.H. Mosquito Night Fighter XIII
• NF Mk XIII, HK425, KP•R, No.409 Squadron, 1945

Delta Decals

#DD72-007 D.H. Mosquito
• NF Mk II, DZ228, YP•A, No.23 Squadron, RAF Luqa, Malta, 

1942-43
• FB Mk VII, NT225, •D, No.248 Squadron, 1944
• FB Mk VI, RS678, UP•T, No.605 Squadron, Germany, 1947
• FB Mk VI, TF711, FD•4L, No.811 Squadron, FAA, RNAS 

Ford, 1945
• FB Mk VI, NT137, TH•H, No.418 Squadron, RAF Debden
• FB Mk 40, A52-137, 2nd ADT&F Flight, Clark Field, The 

Philippines, 1946
• NF Mk 30 of the ‘Bat’ Squadron, Israeli Air Force in the 1950s

Eagle Strike

#72008 Mosquito Fighters
• FB Mk VI, RS625, NE•D, No.143 Squadron, Banff Strike 

Wing, 1945
• FB Mk VI, LR347, •T, No.248 Squadron, Banff Strike Wing, 

10th June 1944
• F Mk II, DD739, RX•X, No.456 Squadron, RAF Middle 

Wallop, 1943
• NF Mk II, DZ717, UP•O, No.605 Squadron, RAF Castle 

Camps, June 1943
• FB Mk VI, A52-525, NA•J, No.1 Squadron, RAAF, 86th Attack 

Wing, Labuan Island, Borneo, July 1945
• HJ718 as G-AGGE operated by BOAC’s Norwegian 

detachment in 1943

#72075 Mosquito Best Sellers Pt.I
• FB Mk VI, RS625, NE•D, No.143 Squadron, Banff Strike 

Wing, 1945
• FB Mk VI, LR347, •T, No.248 Squadron, Banff Strike Wing, 

10th June 1944
• NF Mk II, DZ717, UP•O, No.605 Squadron, RAF Castle 

Camps, June 1943
• FB Mk VI, RF784, UX•N, No.45 Squadron, Jaori, Arakan, 

India, 1945
• FB Mk VI, HR402, OB•C, No.45 Squadron, Kumbhirgam, 

India, January 1945
• FB Mk VI, HR130. LA-E, No.235 Squadron, Banff Strike 

Wing, December 1944
• FB Mk VI, NT137, TH•T, ‘Lady Luck’, No.418 Squadron, 136 

Wing, 2rd TAF, late 1944

#72076 Mosquito Best Sellers Pt.II
• FB Mk VI, HR147, TH•Z, No.418 Squadron, 136 Wing, 2nd 

TAF, Middle Wallop, August 1944
• FB Mk VI, RF784, UX•N, No.45 Squadron, Jaori, Arakan, 

India, 1945
• FB Mk VI, HR402, OB•C, No.45 Squadron, Kumbhirgam, 

India, January 1945
• FB Mk VI, HR130. LA-E, No.235 Squadron, Banff Strike 

Wing, December 1944

Freightdog Models

#FSD72-007 Post War Mosquitos in RAF service – Inc:
• NF Mk 36, LR147, ‘E’, No.85 Squadron, RAF West Malling, 

1951
• NF Mk 36, RK985, TW•G, No.141 Squadron, 1949

Kar-Dekaler

#7203 Norwegian Mosquito 1943-45, Pt.1
• Two options (inc. KK•E) from No.333 (RNoAF) Squadron, 

Banff, 1944-45

Kits at War

#72/19 Mosquito & Beaufighter – Inc: 
• FB Mk XVIII, PZ468, QM•D, No.254 Squadron, RAF North 

Coates, 1945
• FB Mk VI, HR113, LA-V, No.235 Squadron, Banff Strike 

Wing, 1945

Model Redukcyjny

#K-001/72 Mosquito FB Mk VI

SP-Decals

#72006 Mosquito II, VI, XII, XXX
• NF Mk II, DZ271, EW•R, No.307 Squadron, RAF Exeter, 

1943
• FB Mk VI, •W, No.305 Squadron, RAF Lasham, 1944
• FB Mk VI, NS927, SM•C, No.305 Squadron, RAF Lasham, 

1944
• NF Mk XII, HK223, EW•E, No.307 Squadron, RAF Chruch 

Fenton, 1944
• NF Mk XII, HK231, EW•D, No.307 Squadron, RAF Chruch 

Fenton, 1944
• NF Mk XXX, NT565, EW•A, No.307 Squadron, RAF Castale 

Camps, 1945
• NF Mk XXX, NT797, EW•D, No.307 Squadron, RAF Castle 

Camps, 1945

Superscale

#72-718 Mosquito FB Mk VI
• HR338, OM•B, No.107 Squadron, Germany, 1947
• TF711, FD•4L, No.811 Squadron, FAA, RNAS Ford
• RS679, UP•A, No.4 Squadron, RAF Celle, Germany, 1949

Tally Ho!

#72 020 Mosquito Part I
• NF Mk II, DD636, YP•U, No.23 Squadron, 1942
• FB Mk VI, A52-518, NA•P, No.1 Squadron, RAAF – Serial 

wrongly supplied as ‘A58-518’ 
• B-36 (FB Mk VI), TE768, IY-1, 1st Squadron, Air Regiment 

No.24, Pizen-Bory airfield, 1947

#72 021 Mosquito Part II Inc:
• FB Mk VI, TE603, KP-1, Air Regiment No.24, Pizen-Bory 

airfield, 1947
 • FB Mk VI, ‘2114’, ‘Knights of the North’ Squadron, Israeli Air 

Force, 1948

#S72 005 Mosquito – Stencils for all versions

WingMan

#WM72001 J-30 Mosquito
• 30041, ‘Red H’
• 30012, ‘Blue B’
• 30034, ‘Yellow B’

Decal List Mosquito Decals & Masks

ADS 012-72

Airway GL AGA7-014

Eagle Strike 72008

Eagle Strike 72075

SuperScale 72-718
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1/48th

ADS

#ADS012-48 De Havilland Mosquito Part I
Inc: Same option as #ADS012-72

AeroMaster

#48-043 Mosquito FB Mk VI Collection
Same options as #ADS 012-72:
• HJ718 as G-AGGE operated by BOAC’s Norwegian 

detachment in 1943
• HR241, TH•M, No.418 Squadron, 1944
• HR549, •3. No.1672 Conversion Unit, 1944
• RS625, NE•D, No.143 Squadron, April 1945

#48-298 International Mosquito Collection – Inc:
• T Mk 29, 97•T, Chinese Nationalist Air Force, Hankow, 1948
• T Mk 29, ‘2108’ Dominican Air Force, 1952

#48-425 Mosquito Raiders Pt.I
• FB Mk VI, RS625, NE•D, No.143 Squadron, Banff Strike 

Wing, 1945
• FB Mk VI, HX922, EG•F, No.487 Squadron, 140 Wing, 2nd 

Group, 2nd TAF, 18th February 1944 for the Amiens Prison 
raid

• NF Mk II, DZ228, YP•D, No.23 Squadron, RAF Luqa, Malta, 
autumn 1943

• FB Mk VI, RF784, UX•N, No.45 Squadron, Jaori, Arakan, 
India, 1945

#48-426 Mosquito Raiders Pt.II
• FB Mk VI, HR402, OB•C, No.45 Squadron, Kumbhirgam, 

India, January 1945
• FB Mk VI, LR347, •T, No.248 Squadron, Banff Strike Wing, 

10th June 1944
• NF Mk II, W4079, RS•F, No.157 Squadron, 28th March 1943
• F Mk II, DD739, RX•X, No.456 Squadron, RAF Middle 

Wallop, 1943

#48-427 Mosquito Raiders Pt.III
• FB Mk VI, NT137, TH•T, ‘Lady Luck’, No.418 Squdron, 136 

Wing, 2rd TAF, late 1944
• FB Mk VI, HR352, SB•S, No.464 Squadron, 2nd TAF
• NF Mk II, DZ717, UP•O, No.605 Squdron, RAF Castle 

Camps, June 1943
• FB Mk VI, HR130. LA-E, No.235 Squadron, Banff Strike 

Wing, December 1944

#48-428 Mosquito Raiders Pt.IV
• FB Mk VI, NS927, SM•C, No.305 Squadron, 138 Wing, 2nd 

Group, 2nd TAF, 1944
• FB Mk VI, A52-525, NA•J, No.1 Squadron, RAAF, 86th Attack 

Wing, Labuan Island, Borneo, July 1945
• FB Mk VI, HR147, TH•Z, No.418 Squadron, 136 Wing, 2nd 

TAF, Middle Wallop, August 1944
• FB Mk VI, ex-HJ718 as G-AGGE with BOAC’s Norwegian 

detachment, 1943

Airways Graphics/Liveries Unlimited

#AGA48-001 BOAC DH.98 Mosquito FB Mk VI
Same two scheme as #AGA7-014

Arrow Graphics

#D-41-48 D.H. Mosquito Night Fighter XIII
Same option as C-88-72

Aussie Decals

#A48050 D.H. Mosquito WWII – RAAF
• FB Mk 40, A52-3, No.1 Air Performance Unit, RAAF, May 

1944
• FB Mk 40, A52-67, No.5 OUT, RAAF Williamtown, early 1945
• FB Mk VI, A52-525, NA•J, No.1 Squadron, RAAF, 

Queensland, 1945
• FB Mk VI, A52-526, No.1 Squadron, RAAF, Morotai, July 1945

Aviaeology

#AOD48011 More RCAF Mosquitoes – Canadians in 
Coastal Command #3
• FB Mk VI, RF838, EO•A, No.404 Squadron, Banff, May 1945
• FB Mk VI, RF851, EO•H, No.404 Squadron, Banff, May 1945
• FB Mk VI, RF882, EO•Z, No.404 Squadron, Banff, May 1945

Cloud Master

#72/2 KLM and BOAC at War, DC-3 and D.H. Mosquito – 
Inc:
• FB Mk VI, ex-HJ681 as G-AGGD with BOAC’s Norwegian 

detachment, 1943-45

Cutting Edge Modelworks

#CED48122 Mosquito Nose Art Part 1
• FB Mk VI, HJ719, TH•U, ‘Moonbeam McSwine’, No.418 

Squadron
• NF Mk II, HJ715, TH•F, ‘Cousin Jake’, No.418 Squadron
• FB Mk VI, NS850, ‘Black Rufe’, No.418 Squadron
• FB Mk VI, HX819, ‘City of Edmonton’, No.418 Squadron

#CED48136 Mosquito Nose Art Part 2
• FB Mk VI, NS585, TH•E ‘Mammy Y’, No.418 Squadron
• NF Mk II, MM421, TH•P, ‘Li’l’Abner’, No.418 Squadron
• FB Mk VI, NS837, TH•L, ‘Flame McGoon, No.418 Squadron
• FB Mk VI, HR147, TH•Z, ‘Hairless Joe’, No.418 Squadron 

Eagle Strike

#48175 Mosquito Best Sellers Pt.I
Same options as #72075

#48176 Mosquito Best Sellers Pt.II
Same options as #72076

Freightdog Models

#FSD48-005 Post War Mosquitos in RAF service
Same options as #FSD72-007

Kits at War

K4/8 RAF Bombers – Inc:
• FB Mk VI, TA471, YH•H, No.21 Squadron

Lift Here! Decals

#J-48LH Mossie & Jug: The JRV Mosquitoes and 
Thunderbolts – Inc:
• T Mk III, No.8169, marked as ‘Black 69’ of the JRV
• FB Mk VI, No.8064 marked as ‘White 64’ of the JRV

PD Decals

#48-001 Mosquito Fighters
• F Mk II, DZ269, RX•U, No.456 Squadron, RAF Middle 

Wallop, July 1943
• NF Mk XVII, HK290/G, RX•J, No.456 Squadron, Ford, July 

1944
• FB Mk VI, HR175, SB•L, No.464 Squadron, RAF Thorney 

Island, November 1944 
• FB Mk VI, NS995, SB•F, No.464 Squadron, RAF Thorney 

Island, November 1944 
• NF Mk XXX, NT264/G, RX•R, No.456 Squadron, RAF 

Bradwell Bay, May 1945
• FB Mk VI, MM403, SB•V, No.464 Squadron, RAF Thorney 

Island, November 1944 

SP-Decals

#48003 Mosquito II, VI, XII, XXX
Same options as #72006

Superscale

#48-13 D.H. Mosquito
• SZ964
• DZ706
• A52-513
• A52-502

#48-542 Mosquito FB Mk VI
• RS625, NE•D, No.143 Squadron, Banff Strike Wing, 1945
• HR338, OM•B, No.107 Squadron, Germany, 1947
• TF711, FD•4L, No.811 Squadron, FAA, RNAS Ford
• RS679, UP•A, No.4 Squadron, RAF Celle, Germany, 1949

Tally Ho!

#48 014 Mosquito Part I
Same options as #72 020

#48 015 Mosquito Part II
Same options as #72 021

#S48 005 Mosquito – Stencils for all versions

WingMan

#WM48001 J-30 Mosquito
Same options as #WM72001

1/32nd

Vingtor

#32-125 Mosquito FB Mk VI
• RF769, KK•P, No.333 (RNoAF) Squadron, 1945
• RF831, KK•G, No.333 (RNoAF) Squadron, spring 1945
• RF724, KK•E, No.333 (RNoAF) Squadron, 1945

AeroMaster 48-043

AeroMaster 48-426 AeroMaster 48-427

AeroMaster 48-298

AeroMaster 48-425 AeroMaster 48-428

Aviaeology AOD48011

Airways Graphics 
AGA48-001

Cutting Edge 48122

Cutting Edge 48136

Eagle Strike 48175

Eagle Strike 48176 Freightdog FSD48-005 Lift Here Decals J-48LH
SuperScale 48-542

Tally Ho 48 014 Tally Ho 48 015

Vingtor 32-125

TallyHo S48 005

Well-known in-flight 
image by C.E. Brown of 
TR Mk 33, TW256, with 
No.771 NAS based at 
Lee-on-Solent in 1948 
(©C.E. Brown)
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Below is a list of all accessories for static scale construction kits 
which at the time of writing are out of production. If there are 
any amendments or additions, please contact the author via the 
Valiant Wings Publishing address shown on the last page.

1/72nd

•  Aeroclub [vac] Mosquito Fighter Canopy #C005
•  Aeroclub [mtl] Mosquito Undercarriage #V074
• Aeroclub [im] Target-towing winch #V079
•  Aeroclub [mtl] Mosquito Tailwheel #V097
•  Aeroclub [mtl] Mosquito 3-Blade Propeller and Spinner #V116
•  Aires [res/pe] Mosquito FB Mk VI/NF Mk II Detail Set #7077 

{Tamiya}
•  Aires [pe/ma] Mosquito Wheels, 5-Spoke with masks #7154
•  Airkit Enterprise [res] Mosquito NF Mk XVII Conversion #045 

{Airfix}
•  Airkit Enterprise [res] Mosquito 100 Gal Drop Tanks x2 #050
•  Airkit Enterprise [res] Mosquito NF Mk XII Conversion #051 

{Airfix}
•  Airkit Enterprise [res] Mosquito NF Mk XIII (Early) 

Conversion #052 {Airfix}
•  Airkit Enterprise [res] Mosquito NF Mk XIII (Late) Conversion 

#053 {Airfix}
•  Airkit Enterprise [res] Mosquito NF Mk XIX Conversion #055 

{Airfix}
•  Airwaves [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles #AES72056
•  Airwaves [res] Mosquito Wheels, Plain Hub #AES72057
•  Airwaves [res] Mosquito Wheels, Spoked Hub #AES72058
•  C-Scale [mtl/vac] Mosquito TF.33 Conversion #AC11 {Airfix}
•  DB Productions [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles #DB67
•  DB Productions [res] Mosquito Wheels, Plain Hubs #DB68
•  DB Productions [res] Mosquito Wheels, Spoke Hubs #DB69
•  Fiber Model [res/pe] Mosquito Detail Set, Flaps, Access Door 

etc. #C72006
•  Hi-Tech [res/mtl/vac] Mosquito Fighter Update Set #72018 

{Airfix/Matchbox}
•  Hi-Tech [res] Mosquito Flaps & Rudder #72513
•  Hi-Tech [res] Mosquito Merlin 72/73 Nacelles #72514 {Airfix/

Matchbox}
•  Lift Here Decals [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles #R01-

LH {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Wheels – Spoked Hubs #7225
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 100 Gal Drop Tanks #7227
•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito 0.303in & 20mm Open 

Gun Bays #7230 {Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Flaps #7231 {Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Flaps #72031 {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Wheels – Plain Hubs #7232
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito NF Mk V Conversion #7233 

{Matchbox}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito NF Mk V Conversion #72033 
{Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Sea Mosquito TR Mk 33 Conversion 
#7234 {Airfix}

•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Sea Mosquito TR Mk 33 Conversion 
#72034 {Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles #7245 
{Airfix}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles 
#72045 {Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles 
#72045 {Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito FB Mk XVIII ‘Molins’ 
Conversion #72071 {Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito FB Mk VI ASH Radome & 
Scope #72072 {Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito Tropical Intakes #72073 
{Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito 4-Blade Propellers & 
Spinners #7274 {Airfix}

•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito 4-Blade Propellers & 
Spinners #72074 {Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 200 Gal Drop Tanks #72075 
{Tamiya}

1/48th

•  Aires [res] Mosquito Wheels (five-spoke hubs, square tread 
pattern) & Paint Masks #4294 {Tamiya}

•  Aires [res] Mosquito Wheels (plain hubs, square tread pattern) 
& Paint Masks #4296 {Tamiya}

•  Cutting Edge [res/pe] Mosquito Superdetailed Cockpit Set 
#CEC48139 {Tamiya}

•  Cutting Edge [res] Mosquito Crew Seats #CEC48153

•  Cutting Edge [res] Mosquito Control Surfaces #CEC48274 
{Tamiya}

•  Hi-Tech [res] Mosquito Flaps, Wheels & Rudder #48014 
{Airfix}

•  Hi-Tech [res] Mosquito Merlin 72/73 Nacelles #48015
•  Hi-Tech [res] Mosquito Fighter Cockpit Set #48018 {Airfix}
•  Hi-Tech [res/mtl/vac] Mosquito Update Set #48032
•  Kendal Model Company [res] Mosquito FB Mk VI Cockpit Set 

#48-4014 {Tamiya}
•  Kendal Model Company [res] Mosquito FB Mk VI Control 

Surfaces #48-5065 {Tamiya}
•  Model Design Construction [res] Mosquito FB Mk VI/

NF Mk II Cockpit Set #A48005 {Tamiya}
•  Model Design Construction [res] Mosquito Control Surfaces 

#CV022 {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito 0.303in and 20mm Open 

Gun Bays #4839 {Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Mosquito 0.303in and 20mm Open 

Gun Bays #48039 {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Flaps #4840 {Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Flaps #48040 {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res/vac] Mosquito FB XVIII Tse-Tse 

Conversion #4841 {Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles #4842 

{Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Two-stage Merlin Nacelles 

#48042 {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Universal Radome #4843 

{Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito FB Mk VI ASH Thimble 

Radome #48044 {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Narrow Blade Propellers with 

Spinners (x2) #4869
•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Sea Mosquito TR Mk 33 Conversion 

#4872 {Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res/pe] Sea Mosquito TR Mk 33 Conversion 

#48072 {Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 50 Gal Drop Tanks #4877 

{Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 50 Gal Drop Tanks #48077 

{Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 100 Gallon Tanks #4878 

{Airfix}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 100 Gal Drop Tanks #48078 

{Tamiya}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Early Style Bulged Wheels 

(5-spoke hub, treaded) #48112
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Wheels, Square Tread, Plain 

Hubs #48113
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 200 Gal Drop Tanks #48153 

{Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Tropical Intakes #48151 
{Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 4-Blade Propellers & Spinners 
#48152 {Tamiya}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 200 Imp Gal Grop Tanks 
#48153 {Tamiya}

•  Verlinden [res/pe] Sea Mosquito TR Mk 33 Conversion #1465 
{Tamiya}

1/32nd

•  Accurate Aircraft [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles x2 
#None {Revell}

•  Accurate Aircraft [res/vac] Mosquito 2-Stage PR/Bomber 
Variants Conversion #None {Revell}

•  Horizon [inj] 50 Gal Drop Tanks #None
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 2-Stage Merlin Nacelles #3211 

{Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Fighter Nose Conversion with 

full cockpit interior #3212 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Flaps #3219 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Paddle Blade Propellers x2 

#3220 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 50 Imp Gal Drop Tanks x2 

#3221 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 100 Imp Gallon Drop Tanks x2 

#3222 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 3in. 60lb Rockets and Rails x8 

#3223 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito 5-Spoke Bulged Wheels #3234 

{Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Bulged Wheels, Plain Hubs, 

Treaded Tyres #3235 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Flaps #3219 {Revell}
•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Paddle-Blade Propellers x2 

#3220 {Revell}

1/24th

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Early Wheels, Spoked Hubs 
#24001 {Airfix}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Fuselage I.D. Lights x3 #24005 
{Airfix}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Undercarriage Doors & Hinges 
with cable-rollers for u/c legs and upper u/c leg recesses #24006 
{Airfix}

•  Paragon Designs [res] Mosquito Exhaust Stacks with inner 
shrouds & spark plug/fuel pump cooling intakes #24007 
{Airfix}

Accessory List Mosquito Accessories

Notes
br  –  Brass
dec  –  Decal
flm – Acetate Film
Inj – Injection-moulded Plastic (limited-run)
ma – Self-adhesive Tape Paint Masks
mtl  –  White-metal (including Pewter)
pa  –  Paper
pe  –  Photo-etched Brass
rb  –  Rubber
res  –  Resin
vac  –  Vacuum-formed Plastic
vma  –  Vinyl Self-adhesive Paint Masks
{Academy} –  Denotes the kit for which the set is intended

Aeroclub V079

Aires 7077

Aires 7154

Hi-Tech 72018

KMC 48-4014

MDC Cockpit set 
A48005

Paragon 4841 (Airfix) Paragon 4843 Paragon 4844

Paragon 4855 Paragon 4871 (Airfix)

Paragon 4872 (Airfix)Paragon 7230 (Airfix) Paragon 7232

Paragon 7233 (Airfix)

Paragon 7234 (Airfix)

Paragon 24001

Paragon 48041 
(Tamiya)

Paragon 48044 
(Tamiya)

Paragon 48072 
(Tamiya)

Paragon 48154

Verlinden 1465

Paragon 72033 
(Tamiya)

Paragon 72034 
(Tamiya)

Paragon 72045 Paragon 72071 
(Tamiya)

Paragon 72072 
(Tamiya)

Paragon 72073
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